Case study

Sparking digital to
human connections
Founded in 1998, Rackspace
Technology oﬀers the broadest
portfolio of cloud computing
services in the industry.
So, when Rackspace Technology
approached Chief Nation, it came
as no surprise that they wanted
to establish and build lasting
human relationships with their
target customers. Our dedicated
Events team set to work, arranging
exclusive C-Level events in the EU.

Six events later and we
had engaged 100+ C-level
delegates and IT leaders at
our premium event series,
Chief Wine Oﬃcer.

The brief

Digital promotion...
of Rackspace Technology’s
cloud computing services

Human
engagement...

Rackspace Technology
wanted to bring its worldleading consultancy and
cloud computing services
to technology leaders from
a variety of enterprises
across the EU – targeting the
Benelux and Nordic regions.
The aim was to prioritise human
networking in order to build
connections with new target
accounts, and then generate followup meetings with C-Level delegates
from large enterprises.

of the C-Level at premium events,
building lasting human connections

Generating
results...
through post-event meetings
with decision-makers

DIGITAL
PROMOTION

Targeted
attendees and
invite list from
330,000+ C-Level
database

Our solution
Drawing on our database of
over 330,000 VIP contacts,
we created a series of events
so Rackspace Technology
could network with some of
the world’s leading enterprise
decision-makers.
From Stockholm to Amsterdam,
our events team found the best
venues for Rackspace Technology
to spark dynamic conversations with
potential clients.

HUMAN ENGAGEMENT

Fully managed
event logistics,
from venue hire
to marketing

Our data experts cross-sectioned
our database to find the most
suitable attendees for Rackspace
Technology – CTOs, CIOs, CMOs,
COOs, directors and other decision
makers likely to need their services.
We targeted this bespoke account
list with hyper-personalised digital
and direct marketing methods
including a calculated confirmation
process to reduce dropouts and
secure more possible leads for
Rackspace Technology.

GENERATING
RESULTS

New business
generation from
tech decision
makers

Campaign
results
Rackspace Technology wanted to
come face to-face with potential
clients to establish strong human
connections and develop them
by securing post-event meetings
with these peers. Our exclusive
event experiences not only mix
business with pleasure, they turn
digital connections into human
relationships. After more than 10
exclusive events across the EU, we
achieved exactly that for Rackspace
Technology. Just some of the brands
we helped Rackspace Technology
establish lasting relationships with
include Vodafone, Deutsche Bank,
Heineken, Ericsson and Microsoft.

135+

100+

C-level attendees
face-to-face with
Rackspace

46%

Conversion rate
from attendee to
opportunity

324

Additional targeted
leads generated

“Chief Nation delivered results
by making absolutely sure they
understood our business needs. They
are the most professional team I have
ever worked with!”
Sales & Marketing Director, Rackspace

Net-new organisations
engaged & attended

6

54

Premium wines
tasted and enjoyed

Events in
Amsterdam
& Stockholm
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